Getting started with Skill IQ

Skill IQ is a quick, consistent and credible way to measure your proficiency. See where your skills stand today and what you need to work on to keep building your expertise.

Let’s get started

Here’s how to find Skill IQ:

1. From your home page: Scroll down to the section labeled ‘Get your Skill IQ in your areas of interest’

2. From the browse page: Scroll down to the Skill IQ banner

3. When searching for a specific topic: Relevant Skill IQs will pop up in search results

4. On the paths page: Available Skill IQs will be noted with the Skill IQ logo

Retaking a skill assessment

All your completed Skill IQs are available on your profile page. From there, you can retake a skill assessment every 30 days to stay current.

Looking for a Role IQ?

Find Role IQs at the top of your home page, or check out the Company tab to find any custom Role IQs your company may have created.

Visit app.pluralsight.com to get started